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Description

Following the royal wedding, the Diamond Jubilee and the birth of Kate and William's first

baby, popular sentiment towards the royal family has rarely been higher. At the centre of

this surge in affection is a woman who has captured the heart of a nation and who, at the

side of her husband, Prince William, is ushering in a new dawn for the United Kingdom's

reigning family. For, due to planned amendments to the rules of accession to the British

Crown, their first child, regardless of gender, will succeed William to the throne. This

biography explores the life of the woman who has done so much to revitalize the public

image of the royal family, covering her early years, her family, her time at St Andrews

University and her meeting with Prince William, their early relationship and its trials, the

wedding and her new official role, her style, and, of course, her pregnancy. 

Besides being the perfect book for admirers of this remarkable young woman, Kate: A

Biography marks a crucial moment in the history of the royal line. Also features 16 pages

of glossy photos.

Sales Points

A timely biography of the Duchess of Cambridge, covering her early life, relationship
with William and her official entrance into the royal family
Published to coincide with the birth of the royal couple's first child, George, and takes
advantage of the current swell in popularity for the monarchy
An ideal purchase for all fans of the royal family and the perfect gift for all those who
were eagerly anticipating the royal couple's momentous news
Marcia Moody was the royal correspondent for OK! magazine and accompanied the
royal couple on tour in Canada and California in 2011
From the publishers of William and Catherine (over 100,000 copies sold) and Diana:
Her True Story (the second highest-selling title of the 1990s)

Reviews

'A brilliant new book reveals what really made Kate and Wills rekindle their love - and
transform the monarchy for ever' - Mail on Sunday
'Bright and breezy account of her life... packed with tons of juicy insider details' - Star
magazine

Author Biography

Marcia Moody was Royal Correspondent at OK! Magazine, and she co-ordinated their

royal wedding issue, which sold almost a million copies. She has been writing about the

royal family for the last two years, and accompanied William and Kate on their first tour of

Canada and California. Marcia has also spent ten years as an entertainment journalist,

and lives in Wiltshire.
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